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InTroDUCTIon

This is the case of the federal government of Canada’s 
role in addressing homelessness. The story offers an 
overview of how one level of government leveraged 
limited resources to help align and bind together the 
considerable and varied efforts of three levels of govern-
ment, the not-for-profit sector and individuals to tackle a 
growing and complex public problem.

By any definition, homelessness is a wicked problem. 
The effort to solve one aspect may reveal or create other 
problems: poverty, housing, health, mental health and 
security of communities. The very term homelessness, 
itself a relatively new public policy designation, actually 
masks the complexity of the problem.

Solutions to homelessness are similarly contentious. 
With multiple causal inputs, there are also multiple 
interventions that can make a difference. Yet interven-
tion choices are owned by various players, differ across 
communities and often demand collective action that 
needs intense co-ordination and common purpose. The 
instruments of public policy are neither public nor pri-
vate but both: both governmental and voluntary sector, 
both collective and individual.

This case explores how states can address complex is-
sues by applying power through others (via funding) and 
with others (through processes of collective governance). 
Indeed, in this case, the federal government’s efforts in-
volved very little direct action but a great deal of capac-
ity building for local action. For the traditional notion of 
government power and authority—one that stresses di-
rect government intervention or a single programmatic 
solution applied across the country—this is a challenging 
new approach.

The story is not all roses, however. Where the distribut-
ed governance model described here did make a differ-
ence in decision making and innovation, it failed to build 
a similarly shared model of accounting for money invest-

ed. Old accountability measures, designed for a different 
command-and-control model, became the Achilles’ heel 
of an otherwise exciting collaborative model.

HomElESSnESS In CAnADA

defining homeLessness

Surprisingly, the very concept of homelessness is a 
recent one. As David Hulchanski of the University of 
Toronto put it:

That “hodgepodge” shows up in the debate on the defini-
tion of what it means to be homeless and in the steps 
deemed necessary to address it. Researchers rightly 
refer to homelessness as “an odd job word, pressed 
into service to impose order on a hodgepodge of social 
dislocation, extreme poverty, seasonal or itinerant work, 
and unconventional ways of life.”5 In 2008, the Library 
of Parliament published a paper titled Defining and 
Enumerating Homelessness in Canada. In it, homeless-
ness was described along a continuum of vulnerability to 
losing shelter, regardless of cause:

Homelessness is not just a problem of failed public 
policies and programs: it is also a bone-crushing, 
right-to-the-core experience of loss of all of those 
things that we value and believe to be so near and 
dear to us.3

By the early 1980s we needed a new term for a 
widespread mass phenomenon, a new social prob-
lem found in many wealthy, developed nations. 
The response was to add yet another suffix to 
further qualify the word homeless, to give us that 
odd job word, homelessness. Adding the suffix 
−ness makes the simple and clear word homeless 
into an abstract concept. As such, it allows users, 
readers, and listeners to imagine whatever they 
want. It tosses all sorts of problems into one handy 
term. We thus have the ongoing problem of defin-
ing what homelessness is and isn’t. There is no 
single correct definition, given the different mix of 
problems that goes into the hodgepodge of issues, 
and depending on who is using the term.4

Homelessness is a broad term that can encompass 
a range of housing conditions. These can be under-
stood on a continuum of types of shelter:
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Another way of understanding these categories is as 
levels of a pyramid, where absolute homelessness is only 
the “tip of the iceberg.”6 Some organizations propose that 
for every homeless person visible on the street, there are 
four whose homelessness is hidden.7

There are, however, no accurate national statistics in 
Canada to help us know the full scope of the problem. 
The lack of reliable data may limit the country’s ability to 
address homelessness and has been a focus for inter-
national criticism. During a visit to Canada in October 
2007, then UN Special Rapporteur on adequate housing, 
Miloon Kothari, reported that he “was disappointed that 
the government could not provide reliable statistics on 
the number of homeless.”8

faCtors shaPing  
homeLessness

There is some agreement on the range of factors that 
shape homelessness in Canada. The most obvious are 
the lack of adequate affordable housing and poverty: 
yet other forces are also at work. The gradual deinstitu-
tionalization of mental health facilities in the later part 
of the 20th century, for instance, and the concomitant 
failure to grow community-based mental health capac-
ity certainly had an impact. Criminal activity is another 
factor. As individuals move through the correctional 
systems and return to the street, they often face home-
lessness as one barrier among others that prevents their 

reintegration into society.

Still another contributing element is ethnicity. In 
Canada, homelessness strikes First Nation people dis-
proportionately. Homelessness for them has two faces: 
inadequate or non-existent housing on First Nation 
reserves and urban homelessness. Fully 25 percent of 
Toronto’s homeless population is of Aboriginal descent, 
compared to the two percent of Aboriginal people who 
form the ethnic makeup of Toronto.9 These numbers are 
even more dramatic in the western part of the country 
where First Nations urban populations are larger: in a 
single one-day count of the homeless in Edmonton, 38 
percent were identified as of First Nation origin.10

resPonses to homeLessness

Just as the underlying factors are diverse, so too have 
been the types of response at individual, community, 
municipal, provincial and federal levels, and the expec-
tations of each level for “success.” As one interviewed 
official noted, What is the problem being solved? Is it 
placement in housing? And, if so, for how long? And at 
what level of economic, personal and social self-sustain-
ability? From the municipal perspective, homelessness 
may mean getting people off the streets. From the social 
order perspective, it may mean the effective reduction of 
drug use and trafficking. From the provincial perspec-
tive, it may be the reduced reliance on social welfare. 
From the federal perspective, it may mean less reli-
ance on social assistance or greater justice for minority 
groups.

In any case, the capacity of the federal government to 
act on its own is limited, as many of the instruments of 
policy and delivery are the responsibility of provincial 
and municipal governments. For instance, social welfare 
policy, while funded in part through federal transfers, 
is the shared responsibility of the provinces and mu-
nicipalities. Public safety, while driven by the federal 
responsibility for criminal justice, is in fact a direct de-
livery responsibility of the provinces and municipalities. 
The reality is that the vast majority of first responder-
type activities associated with homelessness (emergency 
shelters, social housing, and food, medical and drug 
addiction services) are provided locally, often through 
voluntary and not-for-profit agencies. The federal reach 
is constricted by jurisdiction and capacity to intervene 

•	 At one end, absolute homelessness is a 
narrow concept that includes only those 
living on the street or in emergency shel-
ters.

•	 Hidden or concealed homelessness is in 
the middle of the continuum. These in-
clude people without a place of their own 
who live in a car, with family or friends, or 
in a long-term institution.

•	 At the other end of the continuum, rela-
tive homelessness is a broad category that 
includes those who are housed but who 
reside in substandard shelter and/or who 
may be at risk of losing their homes.
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directly.

shifting PoLiCy LandsCaPe 
and imPaCts

Responsibility for homelessness policy has shifted 
among the various levels of government over the years. 
In fact, the shift of the federal government away from a 
direct role in social housing in the 1980s and early 1990s 
may well be key to understanding how a new role for the 
federal government was able to address an emerging 
crisis in the late 1990s.

Historically, the federal government provided direct sup-
port for adequate housing and supports for low-income 
Canadians. However, beginning in the 1980s, global 
and domestic changes in the economy led to a push for 
smaller government, lower taxes and spending cuts. 
The government responded through gradual spending 
reductions on social programs, including affordable and 
social housing in the 1980s, the termination of spending 
on new social housing in 1993 and the almost complete 
transfer of responsibility for social housing to the prov-
inces in 1996.11

These changes in social and housing policies had a 
profound impact on low-income Canadians. Once 
considered a minor problem afflicting a small number 
of transient single men, homelessness began affecting a 
much broader spectrum of individuals and families in 
the early 1980s. By the late 1990s, it had become a mat-
ter of public and media concern.12 Seen as a problem be-
yond their capacity and resources to resolve, the mayors 
of Canada’s big cities began pushing for direct funding 
from the federal government rather than through the 
provinces as intermediaries.13 From the federal perspec-
tive, this was an opportunity to establish relationships 
with big cities at a time when big-city issues were on the 
rise. By the summer of 1999, the federal government felt 
pressured to act. In developing a response, a new role 
emerged for the federal government that moved away 
from direct funding to collaborative governance and co-
funding with partners at multiple levels.

THE HomElESSnESS  
PArTnErIng STrATEgY

In December 1999, the federal government announced 
the precursor to the Homelessness Partnering Strategy 
(HPS): the National Homelessness Initiative (NHI), 
a three-year, C$753 million demonstration initiative 
designed to respond to the perceived emergency situ-
ation in major cities. Although most funding went to 
enhance existing federal programs, it also included the 
new C$305 million “Supporting Communities Partner-
ship Initiative” (SCPI) which provided flexible funding to 
61 communities to plan and implement local strategies 
to prevent and reduce homelessness.14 In 2003, the NHI 
was extended for an additional three years before being 
replaced in 2007 by the HPS. The HPS (as was the NHI) 
is funded and administered by Human Resources and 
Skills Development Canada (HRSDC).

The HPS builds on the existing community-based model 
established through the NHI to develop deeper partner-
ships and more permanent and longer-term solutions 
to help individuals out of homelessness. The strategy 
targets the development of transitional and supporting 
housing, and supporting programs, such as health and 
treatment programs and skills training. The HPS has 
seven funding streams: Designated Communities, Out-
reach Communities, Aboriginal Communities, Federal 
Horizontal Pilot Projects, Homelessness Knowledge 
Development, the Homeless Individuals and Families 
Information System (HIFIS) and the Surplus Federal 
Real Property for Homelessness Initiative (SFRPHI).

The HPS promotes the development of community plans 
that are required for designated communities (the 61, 
mostly urban communities, with significant problems 
with homelessness), but optional for outreach (small 
cities and rural areas) and Aboriginal communities. In 
general, the HPS is delivered using two financial admin-
istration models: a Community Entity model, whereby a 
Community Advisory Board (composed of homelessness 
stakeholders in the community) recommends projects 
to the community entity (normally an incorporated 
organization), which makes the decisions regarding 
project proposals (HRSDC does not make decisions: it is 
responsible only for managing the contribution agree-
ment). The second method, a Shared Delivery model, 
involves the same Community Advisory Board in recom-
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mending proposals to HRSDC, and both Service Canada 
and the community then work in a joint selection and 
decision-making process.

These models have given focus to the HPS work as a 
community integrator rather than a direct service pro-
vider. As Margaret Eberle, a housing policy consultant, 
said in testimony before a House of Commons subcom-
mittee, “One of the things that SCPI or the Homeless-
ness Partnering Strategy has done is to bring players 
to the table that were not involved before. If you look 
at some of the homelessness tables around the country, 
foundations and private sector people are involved. Lo-
cal governments are definitely on board.”15 

Beyond the community-based initiatives taking place 
at the regional level, the HPS also includes the Federal 
Horizontal Pilot Projects (HPP) component. The HPP 
explores harmonization with programs in other fed-
eral departments and agencies, as well as with other 
programs delivered by HRSDC to ensure that federal 
ministries are working together to be part of the solu-
tion. HRSDC therefore funds a number of pilot projects 
to stimulate other parts of the federal government to act 
on homelessness or develop their own capacities through 
experimentation (see Box 1).

Through HPS program elements, a growing sense of 
trust among players has developed. Members see the 
day-to-day interactions through the initiative in a posi-
tive light because it is collaborative. The strength of that 
collaborative model has carried the program, but ten-
sions have existed. Throughout the program, the federal 
government insisted on fairly onerous reporting that 
did not always match community organizations’ under-
standing of the desired outcomes. Moreover, the report-
ing information collected was little used and does not 
seem to have played a significant role in federal decision 
making for the 2009 renewal process. Simplified report-
ing requirements put in place for the 2011 review period 
were expected to help somewhat in reducing the burden.

Other tensions had to do with the continual cycle of 
funding justification. The renewal processes were 
often at the last minute, requiring a scramble to renew 
contractual funding arrangements quickly to ensure 
continuity. With the renewal processes linked to policy 
reviews, evaluations and budget cycles, various players 
entered the picture, asking for information, clarification 
and answers. ”Ten years is not temporary any more. It 
wears you down. Do I have to go to defend this again?” 
was one observation of a long-term program official.

A further cause of friction was staff turnover. While it is 

•	 Pre-disChArGe suPPort For 
FederAl oFFenders: Provided 
identification documents to offenders 
before release to reduce the risk of home-
lessness. Location: Kingston, Ontario. 
Partners: Correctional Service of Canada 
and Office of the Federal Interlocutor for 
Métis and Non-Status Indians (OFI).

•	 emPloyment suPPort For 
homeless youth: Provided skills 
development to marginalized street youth 
to help them establish employment and 
long-term housing. Location: St. John’s, 
Newfoundland. Partner: HRSDC Employ-
ment Programs.

•	 nutritionAl heAlth: Provided 
a life skills program focused on nutrition 
to improve capacity of Aboriginal women 
living in a family shelter to become self-

sufficient. Location: Brantford, Ontario. 
Partner: Status of Women Canada.

•	 tendinG the Fire leAdershiP 
ProGrAm: Provided transitional hous-
ing, counselling and life skills training 
to encourage better outcomes for home-
less Aboriginal men. Location: Regina, 
Saskatchewan. Partners: Public Safety 
Canada, Canadian Heritage and OFI.

•	 inteGrAted emPloyAbility 
And trAnsitionAl housinG: 
Provided transitional housing with life 
skills training for people involved with the 
criminal justice system. Location: Ottawa. 
Partners: Justice Canada and Health 
Canada.

Box 1: Examples of Horizontal Pilot Projects
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clear that trust and a deep knowledge of the local scene 
are crucial to the success of collaborative partnerships, 
the federal government was plagued by staff turnover, 
most notably in its regional offices. Staff unfamiliar with 
the local culture and not adequately embedded in the 
local system turned into visiting bureaucrats. (By way of 
contrast, the national office provided some consistency: 
a number of senior officials within the Homelessness 
Partnering Secretariat in Ottawa have been involved 
with the program for many years).

Today, however, the future of the program looks strong. 
Although the HPS is not part of the base funding of its 
home ministry, it has been given rolling approvals: first, 
a two-year, then a five-year commitment with require-
ments for Cabinet approval for the last three-year 
segment. Remarkably, the HPS and its predecessor, the 
NHI, have been extended over the life of two govern-
ments of different political parties and have enjoyed 
considerable grassroots support (indeed, the federal gov-
ernment does not even provide the majority of funds). 
The lessons of the Homelessness Partnering Strategy, 
both in addressing homelessness and thinking about the 
future of governance, are worthy of close examination. 

PrACTICAl lEArnIngS

A recent Canadian Senate Report on poverty singled out 
the NHI and HPS as a success story: 

What made the HPS work? Why is it considered a suc-
cess worthy of replication? Here are some of those fac-
tors of strength and weakness, both in terms of practical 
steps in the design of the program and the larger New 
Synthesis issues they raise.

trust-buiLding

The various initiatives that made the strategy work (such 
as the Community Advisory Boards) needed time and 
sustained support to be effective. Keeping the relation-
ship going takes more than sound formal governance 
agreements: it demands that relationships of trust and 
common purpose be forged with people over time.

One risk to that trust in such multi-layered and cross-
agency enterprises is the impact of change. Government 
directions and personnel turn over, and new relation-
ships must be forged. For changes in personnel:

A similar rule holds true for changes in government. The 
Secretariat has been able to weather changes in govern-
ment by using its wealth of relational credits created 
over the past decade. As one senior official said, “The 
leveraging we get from these relationships goes way 
beyond just good will. Often it means that someone will 
connect the dots along the value chain of the program 
to find more resources, bring in a new funder and, most 
important of all, smooth over any threats to the total 
program by one change, reduction in funding or shift in 
emphasis.” 

adaPtabiLity

Part of the success is also due to the government’s adapt-
ability to local demands. The HPS, while presenting 
clear requirements for eligibility, was highly flexible in 
the ultimate application of funding. Creating an envi-

The Government of Canada’s National Homeless-
ness Initiative and Homelessness Partnering 
Strategy have been widely praised and held up as 
a model for how the federal government can work 
with all stakeholders to tackle a problem in its 
local peculiarities. Most witnesses who addressed 
either homelessness in particular or approaches to 
local issues more generally flagged these programs 
as examples to be sustained and replicated in 
other areas.16 

Governments must pay more attention to their 
internal succession planning and knowledge 
transfer with respect to comprehensive commu-
nity initiatives. The success of this work is rooted 
in personal relationships that are built by working 
collaboratively. Consequently, when public serv-
ants are transferred, the remaining partners feel 
a sense of loss. It is easier for new relationships to 
form with the incoming public servants if they are 
personally introduced to the partners by their pre-
decessor and have been well briefed on the initia-
tive. While the same principles hold true for other 
partners, staff turnover is much lower.17 
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ronment that permits local adaptation meant a leap in 
thinking from a traditional bureaucratic model, articu-
lated by one program official as the reality that there is 
“more known outside of Ottawa than inside.” As noted 
by Liz Weaver, the Director of the Hamilton Roundtable 
for Poverty Reduction:

Leveraging 

The value of the HPS lies in its strength as a leveraging 
device. The HPS is intended to address homelessness 
through building community capacity and bringing a 
multitude of resources to the table to build locally de-
fined priority programs and processes. By finding ways 
to engage provincial and municipal actors, the strategy 
has leveraged approximately C$2.61 for every C$1 it 
invests. To ratchet up that investment, it avoided the 
common problem of distorting local priorities and over-
riding local and provincial decision making through its 
funding influence. For instance, no funding for any HPS 
project in Newfoundland is approved without provincial 
agreement. This practice ensures greater alignment of 
resources, increasing the likelihood of impact and build-
ing trust among partners who see their contributions 
valued.

measurement

The HPS suffered from tension between transactional 
reporting and a focus on outcomes. Federal players 
funded others to act on a larger (ill defined) goal, but 
then attempted to measure short-term results that 
focused strictly on the use of federal money. As one pro-

gram official noted, “All our tools now measure what we 
spend. We do not measure the impact on homelessness 
itself or on how communities work together.”

Moreover, the very idea of “a result” for the federal 
government’s homelessness policy has changed over the 
years. At first, “partnership” was an intermediary result 
intended to bring resources together. Money was seen as 
a strategic leveraging tool. However, as the focus moved 
to “results-based initiatives:” the emphasis became what 
the money actually does. As one program official said, 
“We began to look at what our money does and taking 
credit for that. That means less focus on the cumulative 
focus, taking into account what others did and what we 
were all doing together.” The focus on results, however, 
became increasingly short-term and narrow, generating 
a potential conflict between accountability and results. 

PermanenCe

Since 2007, the HPS has been subject to a number of 
reviews and extensions, requiring considerable admin-
istrative effort on a nearly full-time basis. Such imper-
manence, however, also destabilizes relationships with 
partners as the future of the program always remains 
in question. There is some encouragement in having 
had two different governments renew the HPS and its 
predecessor, the NHI: the impermanence of the strategy 
does not seem to reflect any ambiguity of political will. 
Perhaps such impermanence creates a temporary role 
for the federal government as communities mount their 
successful efforts. The model of building a temporary 
agency to address temporary challenges is seductive and 
can be good public policy. The question in this case is 
whether the model will work for wicked problems that 
do not easily go away.

nEw SYnTHESIS lEArnIngS

Wicked problems like homelessness are alike in many 
ways. They are large, complex and seemingly insolvable 
problems that require a different way of thinking about 
what governments can and should do. Here are some 
broader reflections from the Canadian case that speak to 
a New Synthesis understanding of any wicked challenge.

Where we have seen a bit of a difference is around 
the national Homelessness Partnering Strategy, 
where there has been flexibility for local commu-
nities to help design what the community requires. 
There is some challenge around the shortness of 
that funding option, but it has allowed govern-
ment, citizens, service providers and the develop-
ment community in Hamilton to come together 
and identify strategies for that whole continuum 
of social housing that is effective and relevant to 
our community. That is the type of solution we are 
looking for.18
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deaLing with ComPLexity

Homelessness is deeply rooted in complexity. Responses 
demand individual and localized approaches, unlike 
many federal programs that produce a single standard 
or entitlement for all Canadians. This is uncomfortable 
territory for federal actors who designed a far different 
program in the HPS—one that built in organizational 
adaptability to local circumstances to manage that com-
plexity. That was its key strength.

identifying resuLts

Where federal officials did not manage complexity 
well, however, was in taking on a short-term view of 
results (and insisting on short-term financial reporting 
on the federal slice of those results). But what would 
be the larger view? When, indeed, does homelessness 
end? With the elimination of homelessness? With the 
elimination of poverty? Societal goals are by their very 
nature contentious, seldom well defined and subject to 
continual re-scoping. Navigation on this plane requires 
a different set of governance skills than we saw at play in 
Canada.

buiLding CiviC engagement 
and CiviC resuLts

The HPS is built on the model of civic engagement. In 
fact, it enabled many of the 61 designated communities 
engaged in the strategy to build stronger working ar-
rangements, leverage resources in a more effective way, 
distribute risk and focus action. According to a 2009 
report on homelessness by the Standing Senate Commit-
tee on Social Affairs, Science and Technology, the impact 
was palpable. “The 20 agencies visited by the committee 
and the dozens of agencies that submitted briefs, par-
ticipated in roundtables and appeared as witnesses, all 
inspired the committee with their innovations, passion 
and effective programs.”19 Engagement engendered re-
sults at the civic level far above what government could 
have achieved independently.

fLuidity in governanCe  
modeLs 

The shift to collaborative governance and co-funding 
with partners at multiple levels was a genuine innova-
tion. A veteran official who worked with both programs 
noted that “Homelessness is one of those areas that de-
mands an asymmetrical response, one that is probably 
counter-intuitive to the bureaucratic mindset of program 
and compliance.” Addressing homelessness from the 
federal perspective meant accepting a level of local vari-
ance uncommon to federal programming. Little was go-
ing to happen on homelessness unless communities were 
able to coalesce around the issue and marshal resources 
to address the specific problems each community faced.

The number of players and issues that affect homeless-
ness make greater flexibility in governance inevitable. In 
the context of the New Synthesis, responsibility is actu-
ally distributed according to circumstance. The potential 
for confusion about accountability is real, however, and 
part of an ongoing debate among partners. The file is so 
complex and has so many dimensions that “It doesn’t 
settle down,” as one of those interviewed noted. There is 
the constant potential for debate in which nobody owns 
it or everybody owns it. As one public official added, “We 
are constantly rehashing those ideas. These questions 
are unresolved and unclear.”

However, such fluidity is not necessarily negative. 
Bureaucracies like certainty and predictability: home-
lessness does not offer such comfort. The problem does, 
however, require that those driving the policy spend 
more time on process and take a longer-term perspec-
tive. Policy leaders saw that many communities were 
fragmented, NGOs were competing for resources and 
there was no co-operation. Therefore, in building ca-
pacity and sustainable governance, community plans 
proved to be the most important tool for addressing 
homelessness at the community level and giving the fed-
eral government some kind of hook upon which to hang 
its role and resources. As one program official explained, 
“It created a focus on priorities. We made communities 
do policy exercises.”

Program leaders also noted that as communities devel-
oped their initial plans and created Community Advi-
sory Boards, they grew in sophistication and capacity. In 
some cases, boards were able to leverage municipal and 
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provincial funding through a relatively small amount of 
federal funding. In another example, faced with conflict-
ing provincial and federal concerns, one board devel-
oped a decisionmaking protocol that ensured all parties 
signed off on new program development. This increasing 
governance capacity at the local level is yet another posi-
tive result.

adaPtive governanCe

The HPS was built on a concept of shared and adaptive 
governance. The small case in Prince Albert, Saskatch-
ewan, points to two elements that stood out in the fact-
gathering stage (see Box 2): the deliberate pursuit of a 
community-based governance strategy, combined with 
the integration of existing community arrangements.

Adopting such a strategy meant both encouraging the 
creation of community boards and providing enough 
flexibility to support variation to meet local circum-
stances. The approach also meant creating information 
and knowledge-sharing tools that enable effective gov-
ernance and reporting.

muLti-Party and  
muLti-dimensionaL risk 

The issue of homelessness is rife with risk: strategic 
risks (the investments do not work or produce un-
intended consequences), political risks (something 
terrible happens to an individual directly linked to a 
government-funded activity, political conflict among the 
various levels of government calls for greater political 
action by opposition parties or activist NGOs), compli-
ance risks (in a complex chain of delivery, the potential 
of something going wrong rises quickly) and perfor-
mance risks (one party does not play its role or deliver 
on its promises). Despite the potential for disaster, the 
risk did not deter many of the actors from moving ahead. 
The risk is, however, in constant flux among the various 
parties, most notably among the Community Advisory 
Boards, the bureaucrats and the politicians. While the 
risk environment is complex, there seem to have been 
few systemic failures. Why is this so?

It appears that risk management took place at vari-
ous stages of the process, despite an apparent lack of 
a systematic and singular approach. This case might 
best be described as multi-dimensional risk-gridding. 
Traditional concepts of risk management involve the ap-
plication of risk analysis and the definition of mitigation 
strategies in a linear fashion for a single organization. 
However, in this case, the initiative crosses all levels 
of government, the civic sector and the non-for-profit 
sector. Elements inherent in multi-dimensional risk-
gridding include spreading risk throughout the system, 
avoiding single risk targets and decentralizing response. 
There is evidence of sustained efforts to ensure that risk 
in this case was distributed in a multi-dimensional way.

systems of PerformanCe 
management and  
aCCountabiLity 
The very concepts of performance management and 
accountability are built on the ability of organizations to 
learn and share information. Learning and sharing has 
been a challenge for the HPS for a variety of reasons: 
an over-emphasis on microlevel reporting require-
ments prevented people from focusing on the important 
issues; a constant churn of those involved meant that 
knowledge is not easily retained; and achieving results 

The City of Prince Albert is a good example of a 
community coming together to address homeless-
ness and how the HPS made that co-operation 
possible. The city evolved its former Housing 
Committee into a Community Advisory Board 
to pursue the funding available from the federal 
government. It then used the CAB community 
planning and analysis model to identify real needs 
and brought together groups to discuss how to 
measure the outcomes (as well as comply with 
contribution funding regulations). The city’s 2007 
report states:

“Not only does [HPS support] mean that meagre 
resources will be used more efficiently, but it also 
means that collective wisdom can be brought to 
bear on this overall plan as it emerges. When a 
community works together in a strategic fashion, 
they will not only use their resources better, they 
will also be able to leverage other funds because of 
their collective action and capacity.”20
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on an issue such as homelessness is a long-term process; 
however, performance was often judged and managed in 
the short term. As one program official noted, “We are 
not good at learning from all this information we gather. 
People move on, memories are lost. You have to know 
how to handle the ingredients of success, but have to put 
it together within the context.”

The metrics of accountability have changed over time. 
These are some of the contributing factors:

•	 shiFtinG GoAls. The exact goals of home-
lessness programs can shift over time, making 
the successful measurement of performance 
more difficult. This shift is certainly valid as 
needs change. However, it takes place among 
players in the whole process so that short-term 
goals, often quite intractable in themselves, 
begin to be the only concern. In this way, the 
longer-term goals are ignored.

•	 multi-leVel meAsurement. Engaging 
three levels of government, an array of NGOs 
and local groups will always be a formula for 
confusion when it comes to defining what gets 
measured and how. In a time of increasingly 
prescribed accountability arrangements, each 
government will have its own view on what 
needs to be measured, by whom and when. In 
the longer term, it means placing a greater focus 
on coming to a mutual understanding of the 
measurements needed to satisfy these require-
ments, not obviate them.

•	 ACtion leArninG. This is a case in which 
performance and accountability have to keep 
pace with increasing knowledge about the 
phenomenon itself. An example of both success-
ful action learning and confusion about what 
needed to be measured is the “housing first” 
strategy, an approach that recognized shelter 
as a precondition to self-sufficiency and full 
participation in society. The adoption of “hous-
ing first” illustrates successful action learning 
in that this policy arose from the experience of 
those involved in the issue. Confusion regarding 
performance measures occurred because the 
immediate goal of “shelter,” often temporary and 
transitory, was difficult to measure. Further, 

this goal clouded the longer-term concern that 
housing, as important as it might be, was only 
one component of a homelessness strategy.

systems of ComPLianCe and 
ControL 

The HPS represents an environment in which issues of 
centralization and decentralization compete. Issues of 
compliance with rules and control over inputs, processes 
and outcomes were sometimes set in competition with 
steps deemed necessary by some to reach the ultimate 
desired outcome. As one program official stated, “There 
is a blind spot on performance management and control. 
They drive you to the pursuit of the measurable. This 
distorts you towards standardization of approach in a 
public policy area that begs for specialization.” While 
policies evolved based on partnerships and collective 
leadership allowing for a range of generally predicable 
alternatives, this variation was hard for governments to 
manage.

From a New Synthesis perspective, the very definition of 
compliance could be taken apart. Is it compliance with 
the rules of the various players or of the chief funder? 
Is it compliance with the intended program outcomes? 
Within a wider Canadian context of tightened financial 
accountability, the tension is real; many actors within 
the HPS clearly identified a narrow version of account-
ability as a major impediment to sustaining the focus on 
reducing homelessness. As one interviewee pointed out, 
“We have had to act with some considerable stealth to 
avoid flooding the various communities with compliance 
requirements.”

The HPS, like most federal government programs, has 
seen an increase in annual reporting requirements and 
short-term audits even though neither the overall objec-
tive nor individual interventions are limited to a single 
year. Such reporting requirements distort organizational 
behaviour and encourage short-term actions that can 
be measured within an audit cycle. These timelines are 
incompatible with what might be called the appropriate 
policy/implementation cycle of a complex set of respons-
es and strategies. “We would just like to get one thing 
done before we start reporting on our compliance,” said 
one interviewee.
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Several of those interviewed helped summarize the main 
issues affecting compliance and control in the HPS en-
vironment with distributed responsibilities, powers and 
governance.

•	 Difficulties in harmonizing multiple accounta-
bilities, rules and systems of compliance created 
by the multiple actors.

•	 Lack of consensus on intermediate goals, final 
outcomes (aside from “elimination of homeless-
ness”) and shared metrics of success. 

•	 A profound mismatch between the long-term 
view and the immediate short-term, audit-driv-
en reporting effort. 

•	 A focus on short-term surrogates for long-term 
results meant a poor allocation of resources on 
actual outcomes.

SUmmArY

The case study of the HPS illustrates how, in the face of 
homelessness, the federal government used state author-
ity and resources to leverage collective power. It shows 
how people and resources from multiple government 
departments, several levels of government and commu-
nity organizations came together at local levels under 
the auspices of the HPS to tackle homelessness. It re-
veals how this entails government and actors from other 
sectors drawing on an expanded repertoire of roles and 
relationships. It emphasizes how the federal government 
attempted to align resources across various departments 
and to play effective roles as a funding partner, convener 
and enabler of unique approaches and actors at the com-
munity level.

The case also reveals difficulties in establishing work-
able systems of shared commitment and responsibil-
ity for results, largely as a by-product of issues such as 
short-term funding arrangements, the heavy burden of 
reporting requirements and controls, and a performance 
measurement system that looks mainly at the micro level 
rather than at higher level outcomes.

Despite these difficulties, the future of the program 

looks strong. Not only will it carry on addressing the 
issues of homelessness, but from a research and learning 
perspective, it will continue providing valuable lessons 
for ongoing and future practice—both in addressing 
homelessness and thinking about the future of govern-
ance.
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interviews

Interviews were conducted in March 2010 with program staff from the Homelessness Partnering Secretariat, Human 
Resources and Skills Development Canada.
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From nS6 To nS worlD

the new synthesis  
ProjeCt

The New Synthesis Project is an international partner-
ship of institutions and individuals who are dedicated to 
advancing the study and practice of public administra-
tion. While they hail from different countries, different 
political systems and different historical, economic and 
cultural contexts, all share the view that public adminis-
tration as a practice and discipline is not yet aligned with 

the challenges of serving in the 21st century.

the new synthesis 6  
network

In 2009, Madame Jocelyne Bourgon invited six countries 
to join the New Synthesis Network (NS6), composed of of-
ficials, scholars and experts from Australia, Brazil, Cana-
da, the Netherlands, Singapore and the United Kingdom. 
Committed to supporting practitioners whose work is be-
coming increasingly difficult, this network has engaged 
close to 200 people from more than 24 organizations. 
Their efforts have resulted in five international round-
tables, five post-roundtable reports, and 17 case studies. 
Collectively, this work has generated significant insights 

into preparing governments to serve in the 21st century.

The Network’s findings have been captured in the publi-
cation of a new book entitled A New Synthesis of Public 
Administration: Serving in the 21st Century, and is avail-
able in print and electronic formats from McGill-Queen′s 
University Press. Its signature contribution is the presen-
tation of an enabling governance framework that brings 
together the role of government, society and people to ad-
dress some of the most complex and intractable problems 

of our time.

towards ns worLd

So where to from here? Reconfiguring and building the 
capacities of government for the future cannot be accom-
plished through the publication of a single book. It is a 
continuous journey which requires the ongoing sharing 
and synthesis of ideas, as well as the feedback, learning 
and course adjustments that can only be derived by test-

ing ideas in action.

And so the journey continues and the conversation ex-
pands. Our goal is to build upon the rich partnership of 
the original six participating countries by opening up this 
exchange with others—wherever they may be located. We 
seek to create an international community that connects 
all leaders—from government, the private sector and civil 
society—committed to helping prepare governments for 

the challenges ahead. 

Next stages of this work will include virtual exchanges 
supported by web 2.0 technologies, as well as possible the-
matic and regionally-based networks and events. But no 
matter the vehicles, success can only be achieved through 
the active participation and collaboration of those pas-

sionate about making a difference. 

We encourage you to stay tuned to nsworld.org for more 
information about how to get engaged. 

http://pgionline.com
http://mqup.mcgill.ca/book.php?bookid=2710
http://mqup.mcgill.ca/book.php?bookid=2710
http://nsworld.org

